Numerical models of thermally activated convective flow in Earth's mantle do not resemble active plate tectonics because of their inability to model successfully the process of subduction, other than by the inclusion of artificial weak zones. Here we show, using a boundary layer argument, how the "rigid lid" style of convection favored by thermoviscous fluids leads to lithospheric stresses which may realistically exceed the yield stress and thus cause subduction to occur through the visoc-plastic failure of lithospheric rock. An explicit criterion for the failure of the lid is given, which is sensitive to the internal viscosity r/,, below the lid. For numbers appropriate to Earth's mantle, this criterion is approximately r/a > 10 21 Pa s.
Cloetingh et al. [1982, 1989] suggest that subduction might occur •t p•ssive m•rgins through the plastic f•ilure of the lithosphere due to the weight of overlying sediments, Mthough it seems that this will not normMly occur. This mechanism is similar to that which we propose below, the difference lying in that we find the stresses to be generated by the internal convective process r•ther th•n •ny external forcing, where r/0 is a viscosity, p is pressure, T is temperature, E* is the activation energy, V* is the activation volume, and R is the gas constant. 
We write T in terms of T,, and r/in terms of q,•, thus 
where I is the convective cell width (or depth), a is the thermal expansion coefficient, p0 is the density, 9 is gravity, and • is the thermal diffusivity, then we find that provided Ra > e-s, the convection is characterized by vigorous boundary layer motion beneath a thick, virtually stagnant lid [Fowler, 1985] .
The large negative buoyancy associated with this lid causes large stresses to exist in the lid, and in order to force the shear stress down to zero at the top, there is a thin skin at the surface where longitudinal stresses increase dramatically. If we use values relevant to Earth, we find that these stresses can be significantly in excess of an appropriate plastic yield stress, of perhaps 10 kbar.
The existence of these large stresses necessitates a rethinking in our analysis. We modify the rheology to be a viscoplastic one, such that if the second invariant of the stress tensor r reaches the yield stress r•, then we have a plastic region where r = r• and r/is indeterminate. In the following section, we modify our boundary layer analysis to include this plastic region. So long as it lies within the rigid lid, the stagnant lid solution remains valid. We find that as the yield stress is reduced, the plastic zone increases in thickness, until at some critical yield stress, it reaches the lid base. At this point, the lid can become mobile, and we expect it to partake of the circulatory motion. This, then, will be our subduction mechanism, and it will provide us with an explicit criterion for its onset.
VISCOPLASTIC BOUNDARY LAYER THEORY
The following analysis relies heavily on work by Fowler [1985 Fowler [ , 1986 , and to save space, we will refer the reader extensively to those papers for details of the analysis.
We consider 
and we have chosen
where Uo -to/l, ro-rl•tc/l •.
The choice of scales is relevant for the lithospheric slab, where all the variables (except •) are 0(1). Thus d is the (order of) the slab thickness. We assume y (( 1 (thin slab) and also that e (( 1. We now solve the equations under the assumption that the slab has a plastic zone overlying a viscous, sticky zone.
Viscous Lid
We suppose the lid base is at z = s(x), and the plastic/viscous transition zone is z = q(x).
ThusO< z < qisplastic, and q < z < sis viscous. In this latter region, we put
where % = r/]q, and the choice (14) 
This hyperbolic set of equations [Hill, 1989] In summary, we wish to draw two possible conclusions and offer one suggestion. The first conclusion is that if allowance is made for a yield stress in numerical models of variable viscosity convection, then high Nusselt number rigid lid convection is possible if % is low enough (so that the lid is thin, specifically era 1/$ > 1), and the lid will yield if r/, is high enough (r/• > r/• given by (53)). This should be clearly demonstrable by adequate numerical computations.
As far as Earth is concerned, a straightforward application of these results to a protoEarth having no subduction suggests that rigid lid convection will yield and cause subduction if r/• > 10 TM Pa s. That is to say, subduction would be marginally feasible. However, there are other features of the real Earth, notably internal heat production, which may alter this numerical value. In particular, we expect internal heat to cause a decrease in the lid thickness, although the effect of this on the lid stresses is unknown.
The suggestion is this. Active plate tectonics occurs as a consequence of subduction. The resulting volcanism depletes the mantle, leading to a concentration of radioactive elements in the continental crust. Higher heat production leads to thinner lids, and it is tempting to suppose that while oceanic lithosphere is the surface expression of a mobile thermal boundary layer, so continental lithosphere is the surface expression of a rigid lid convection cell, and that the two types of convective system coexist on Earth. These and other issues require further scrutiny.
